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Go Fetch TV: the Portals’ Pitch
By Howard Greenfield

"What Google did for the web, Google Video aims to do for television."
-- Larry Page, Google co-founder and president of Products.
“I think that convergence is not about smashing the TV and PC together, it’s more about . . . making it “my media” as
opposed to “mass media.”
-- Bradley Horowitz, Yahoo Director of Media Search
“Our content distribution agreement with Movielink will allow . . . users to search, watch trailers and download movies of
their choice.”
-- Suranga Chandratillake, co-founder of blinkx

What if you could Google your favorite TV program and instantly watch any news or entertainment video clip you wanted? Until recently, this
might have sounded futuristic. But text, music, and video are growing like wildfire across the Internet, and the race to make all that content
searchable is heating up. At stake is the loyalty of audiences who seek quick access to information they want, and
advertisers who will pay for that audience’s attention.
Web portals are working to differentiate themselves by allowing consumer s to manage their personal video content. After
that, who can say--maybe the integration of IPTV and VOIP? Regardless, Telecom, Broadcast, and ISP providers that
deliver services that connect any of the dots between video, Internet, and voice (AKA triple-play) are bound to enjoy
commercial and competitive rewards.
Video search is not new. In the Nineties, when Internet adoption and digital media were dawning, companies such as
Virage, Excalibur, and TechMath touted video index and search. Such applications were designed to improve video
production work-flow, bring video content to mass home audiences, and put speedy access at the fingertips of production groups, advertising
agencies, marketers. However, in practice, it was never widely adopted. Until now. What has changed?
The answer is content, technology, and cost. In the past, there were only small islands of users with limited network environments and large,
expensive-to-manage digital files. Today, that has all changed with the arrival of wide-spread affordable broadband, digital video tools, storage,
and connectivity. Along with an increasing use of the Web at home and at work by millions to access news, information, and entertainment
comes the need for video search.

Google video was announced by co-founder Larry Page who claims it "demonstrates how searching television can work today. Users can search
the content of TV programs for anything, see relevant thumbnails, and discover where and when to watch matching television programs. We are
working with content owners to improve this service by providing additional enhancements such as playback." Beyond those remarks has come
little from Google’s about their strategy. However, the industry signal is that internet video applications have come of age and there will be more
and more integrated services over time.

Industry Analysis
Experts are starting to acknowledge the power of this function and it’s place in the convergence of video,
Internet, and voice. Among those at the forefront are Yankee Group’s Patrick Mahoney who believes the
consumer is seeking this functionality regardless of whether it comes from the big Internet players or startups. “Search is ubiquitous. Enough so, that consumers are demanding more specific functionality. So, you
have Google and Yahoo with a phenomenal base of technology developers and thought leadership; and
then there are niche companies like Blinx that came out with some of the technology first.”
Mahoney characterizes the trend as a benefit for the consumer and a commercial play for the providers:
“When we move from a broadcast ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach to local search, it’s better for the consumer
and there are more revenue streams for search companies. Google . . . may not always be in the lead but
can always be a fast follower. As far as Google’s plan, they tend to keep most things close to the vest and
are very tight lipped. “
Mahoney admits video search is not entirely new from a technology stand point “but the packaging and external communications to the user is
new. Video search was around five years ago but there was no mass market to utilize it until now. There was not enough broadband, and nobody
familiar with the Internet. There is also a logical stepping process in consumer acceptance, adjusting to new technology. The required mass
market for product and content is there now. “
Mahoney compares the various players’ merits: “Blinkx is smart in getting their placement out there with MovieLink. Other services will take note.
The advantage for Yahoo and MSN is their content properties. For Google, their advantage is being better proven technology innovators in the
search market. And they will get more consumers to use their service, and then it’s harder for followers to attain those customers.”

Content King
Bradley Horowitz’ credentials as Yahoo’s Director of Media Search (video, image, desktop) trace from his experience as Autonomy’s CTO and
prior to that as founder of video cataloging innovator Virage. “What Google did with their TV search” says Horowitz “is what we did in 1999 at
Virage. Nothing new there, it’s not a technology problem, that’s why I’m at Yahoo, a company interested in content owners.”
Several factors distinguish Yahoo’s content positioning he goes on to say: “You have to look at all the parts of Yahoo we bring to bear on this
problem. So, there’s everything from a group focused on mobile, to a group focused on the living room or set-top experience to very strong search
expertise, to broadband relationships we have with folks like SBC, and the music products with Yahoo Music Group.”

“So you see many touch point from distribution to content and technology—a very broad reach to literally 100s of millions of users. That’s unique
when you look across those three companies and you look beyond the kinds of products that are on the market today. You need to think about
which of those companies are going to be well positioned to solve more than just the technology problem but the relationship issues that are
raised as well. It’s not about a magic algorithm. It’s the aggregation of all of these relationships, talent, product, properties that really speak to
Yahoo’s opportunity in this space.”
Horowitz goes on to explain Yahoo’s content philosophy: “Regarding Google and Blinx, I think both those technologies are valid . . . It’s less about
the technology for us . . . What I’d also say is that both those other companies are focused on ‘head’ content by which I mean the ‘blockbuster
stuff’. That is, content that receives carriage on 500 cable or satellite channels—stuff that is mass media. We are also focusing on ‘tail’ content
such as Media RSS (Really Simple Syndication), an extension of the RSS format for media tagging. This is a means of creating a market for
individuals and small organizations to reach large audiences through the power of search.”
“So, we’re creating mechanisms by which small and independent publishers can participate in this ecosystem through submission through the
RSS--something we’ve embraced across Yahoo. Many of early pioneers in RSS are at Yahoo now. So, if you go to our home page, instead of
just putting the London or New York Times or weather.com, you can also add thousands of other 3rd party modules from any site that supports
RSS—micro sites to the big [broadcast] guys can all get equal billing on your page. That’s really the democratization of media – taking into
consideration creating tools that work for the major Viacom’s of the world, and so on, but also enabling independent publications to have a means
of creating an audience as well.”

Blinkx has seen it
Blinkx has innovated video navigation explains co-founder Suranga Chandratillake: “Previously, it was fairly easy to tag and describe things, but
the more content there is now the harder it gets—with broadcast studios, blogging, personalized pod-casting—there needs to be an enabler like
key word search to make it all available on the web. That’s what blinkx is doing. The manual process doesn’t scale; so, we’re the only player with
an automated approach – making content useable through audio transcription licensed from Autonomy with a contextualization engine built on top.
The power is in capturing content: it’s speaker-independent, large vocabulary based, and continuous (faster than real-time).”
He explains the challenge of making content useable: “We’ve mastered the problem by applying context—it’s in two passes: one converts the
stream into phonemes (vowel noises) then the second converts that into words. The problem is converting phonemes to text because there is
normally so much body language, lip reading, and context hints (from the person, the history) that allow us to better guess what someone said.
When someone talks, the brain catches up with a ‘secondary process’. As an example, take the term recognized speech: If oil tankers
recognized speech -- or if oil tankers wreck a nice beach” -- it’s context that can distinguish those two completely different meanings.
“Further, where Google and Yahoo have built their businesses around Boolean, keyword search, Blinkx has built its engine around contextual
search and implicit query. In the area of TV and video search, where others rely on metadata or at best closed captioning to search, blinkx has
developed a superior technology that uses . . . sophisticated transcription and voice recognition technologies to deliver precise results.”
As Suranga says, this function fundamentally changes the nature of accessing and experiencing video. “You no longer have to select a channel
and then be slave to that channel's programming decisions. Instead, much like the web, you can express what you want and dip into the content
that is relevant to you. Also, for the provider, you suddenly know why (or from what angle or take) your user is viewing your content from . . This,

in turn, raises many questions about the existing business models that are used with television content and whether they can be changed to be
more effective -- both for the advertiser and the consumer.”

Completing the search
Search is a bridge between video and the Internet that will generate new commercial content services. As broadcast programming is increasingly
brokered through Telecom and ISP channels it will be delivered in ways previously unimagined. Yankee Group’s Mahoney thinks these
developments foretell many possibilities. For instance, he says, “a VoD type service from Yahoo! would marry well with the triple play, especially
give their arrangement with SBC.”
Among this host of new features for Internet users will be personal video management enabling broadband subscribers to rapidly, efficiently find a
trailer, music video, sports clip, or home-shot family video. Another reference point is Microsoft and Alcatel’s recent software, telecom IPTV
alliance. They say "the deal is definitely also about the triple- and even about the quadruple-play . . . it's always been part of our vision . . .to
integrate those services across the television set, the PC, the mobile phone and the landline phone."
There are many more trials, errors, beta attempts and killer applications to come. But we’re bound to see growing traction with video search
features in the months ahead. So, even though it hasn’t put a man on the moon yet, I think it’s safe to wax poetic about the future and call it one
small step for search, one great leap for convergence.
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